
The 6 Biggest Lessons Betting MMA 

I am writing you this free article in hopes of saving you time & stress and making you money 

over a long period of time as it pertains to betting MMA. I have been betting MMA for over a 

year now and I am grateful & proud to have a strong return on investment and more 

importantly make subscribers of my services money too. I wouldn’t be as successful betting on 

MMA as I currently am if I did not apply 6 lessons with persistence, I’ve learned throughout my 

betting career. These lessons I am referencing…I would like to share with you…. 

 

1. *MOST IMPORTANT* BETTING BANKROLL MANAGEMENT 

• I am not a financial advisor, but I knew that there are MANY more important items that 

need to be addressed prior allocating a certain amount of money to my betting bankroll. 

When I established my betting bankroll, I knew that I had to set a limit on how much (as 

a percentage %) I would spend on a single bet. This magic number is 5 for me. Yes, I 

quantify a max bet as a 5-unit (or 5% of my betting bankroll) play. The unit amount has 

ranged between .25 (.25% of my betting bankroll) and 5 (5% of my betting bankroll) 

throughout my entire career and for me personally the higher the unit amount (again, 

not exceeding 5) the more confidence I have in the bet.  

• I never ‘force’ a bet meaning I will not bet just for the sake of betting just to have some 

action on the game or card and hoping to make money. Instead, I will bet a line/odds if I 

am confident in there being value in the line/odds, do my in depth analysis, come from a 

place of integrity, and focus on the best-case scenario happening based on what I believe 

(more on this in #5 below). If there’s a card where I do not want to place a bet, then I 

simply don’t. On the last UFC card of 2019 (Korean Zombie versus Edgar), I did not bet 

and I felt good about my decision to do so.  

• I make good investments while betting meaning I do not bet purely on longshot prop 

bets, excessive use of parlays (contingency bets), nor massive underdogs consistently. 

These bets can be tempting to place a little money on, but keep in mind, the unlikelihood 

that these bets cash are reflected in the number next to the +. I focus on the plays that I 



find very likely to cash, fighters that are reliable, stylistic matchups that are easier to 

analyze (i.e. wrestler versus striker), and I am not shy to bet on favorites and –/minus 

outcomes. 

 

2. Don’t be afraid to be on the opposite site of other sharp bettors  

• There are several intelligent or ‘sharp’ bettors in this industry that are long term winners 

and while their opinions are greatly valued for their success, it should also be noted that 

no bettor is right 100% of the time nor close to it. 

▪ Let’s say you have conviction on fighter A defeating fighter B in a respective 

matchup after doing your analysis and you place a bet, but you notice on social 

media or in an MMA article that an expert (or experts) is/are on the opposite 

side as you and begin second guess your analysis and/or bet. Before betting 

professionally, I played DraftKings exclusively and this concept used to give me 

trouble consistently and as a result, I struggled to make optimal decisions 

(lineups) because others’ opinions were pulling me in all different directions and I 

was not making lineups that I authentically created. However, what good is it to 

listen to other’s opinions on something you already have confidence in?  This 

question really shifted my perspective for the better as I realized that all the 

research, I had done would be a waste if I did not trust my own judgement on a 

fight that I already had conviction on. I realize that this can be easier said than 

done which is why I personally follow very few bettors on social media to not 

influence my opinion on a fight to any degree (it can also be 

subconsciously/without realizing it). 

 

3. Don’t be afraid to fade the public opinion  

• One of the factors that influences the betting odds is public opinion  

▪ Fighters that are really hyped up that are either making their promotional debuts 

OR had a lot of success in a short tenure in the respective promotion they’re in 

can be heavily favored in their upcoming matchup.  



▪ For example, Adam Borics had a lot of hype in general (in Bellator) as he was 

undefeated 13-0, had a lot of finishes on his resume, with 4 solid recent wins 

prior to facing proven veteran and former champion, Darrion Caldwell. As you 

can see below, I bet Caldwell because from a stylistic perspective, I thought it was 

a good matchup for him and should be favored more than the odds indicated. 

Yes, Borics got an impressive finish against Aaron Pico, but prior to the finish, 

Borics was struggling with Pico’s wrestling threat which is the same threat 

Caldwell proposed in their matchup. How likely was Borics going to finish 

Caldwell considering Caldwell is a durable fighter and athletic combined with the 

fact Borics was likely end up on his back most of the fight? Not very likely in my 

opinion.  It can be easy to just look at the result and overlook the way the fight 

played out prior (in the case of Borics versus Pico), this is something I’ve made a 

conscious effort NOT to do as I find it more effective to watch how the entire 

fight played out and why it did that way. If a fighter has shown a durability issue 

or has been submitted several times, I’ll note these things, but I will certainly not 

focus exclusively on the outcome in general.  

 

▪ In the below image, I bet Drew Dober to defeat, highly touted, Nasrat Haqparast. 

Nasrat is a very talented striker with upside in this division (I bet Nasrat in his 

fight against Joaquim Silva); however, he was WAY too big of a favorite against, 

very talented and experienced striker, Drew Dober. Dober at the very least 

could’ve made this fight competitive which, that alone means the massively 

favored line on Haqparast was not warranted. If you’d like my full analysis on this 

fight, you can check it out on my website here: 

https://www.ajsactionpackedsportsbets.com/bet-fight-breakdown-podcasts 

under ‘UFC 246 (Written) Betting Breakdown’ and click the ‘DOCX W’ thumbnail.  

https://www.ajsactionpackedsportsbets.com/bet-fight-breakdown-podcasts


 

 

4. See how each fighter your researching wins fights and see how that applies to the 

respective matchup they’re scheduled for and analyze the stylistic matchup instead 

of betting on a fighter solely because they’ve come through for you in the past (a.k.a. 

having a biased opinion) 

•  I look at how each fighter had success in their previous fights and determine if they can 

implement those same tactics to their upcoming matchup rather than betting on a 

fighter simply because they made me money in the past.  

▪ The first fighter than came to mind with this principle is Jussier Formiga 

specifically his matchups with Joseph Benavidez and Brandon Moreno. I did not 

bet on Formiga in the past, but I know the types of fights he thrives in versus 

ones struggles in. Formiga is an excellent fighter and is the only fighter to hold a 

win over Deiveson Figueiredo. Formiga wins fights by submission and/or taking 

his opponents down, passing their guard, and controlling them. Formiga is very 

good at implementing this strategy as it’s paid dividends for him and is 

considered one of the best fighters at Men’s Flyweight. However, if Formiga 

cannot implement this strategy, he tends to as previously alluded to, struggle. 

Against Benavidez, I knew that it would be a tough stylistic matchup for Formiga 

on paper because Benavidez is a great scrambler, has NEVER been submitted in 

his professional MMA career, and is a solid wrestler. Formiga was going to have 

trouble on paper taking down Benavidez and controlling him while also being the 

fighter with inferior cardio, pacing, and striking. Formiga struggled to take down 

and control Benavidez and as result, lost the fight. 

 



 

 

▪ Against Brandon Moreno, I thought Formiga would again have trouble taking 

down Moreno and controlling him on the mat. That combined with the fact that 

Moreno had many advantages on paper including striking and cardio prompted 

me to place a 5 unit (max) bet on the undervalued Moreno per the odds. If you’d 

like my full analysis on this fight, you can check it out on my website here: 

https://www.ajsactionpackedsportsbets.com/bet-fight-breakdown-podcasts 

under ‘UFC Brasilia (Written) Betting Breakdown’ and click the ‘DOCX W’ 

thumbnail. 

 

 

 

5. ***Very Important***DO NOT WORRY ABOUT LOSING. INSTEAD GET EXCITED 

ABOUT WINNING 

• Analysis, research, and execution are crucial to be a successful bettor, but another key 

ingredient is mindset 

▪ Fear-based decision making is non-optimal and those are the types of decisions 

that inhibit regret and perhaps label a bet as ‘dumb’ from the perspective of the 

bettor that placed the bet. Making decisions based on confidence, integrity, in 

depth analysis, and focusing on the best-case scenario are the regret-free 

decisions that we all gain from. As Conor McGregor stated quoting his coach in 

his post-fight interview after defeating Nate Diaz in the rematch, “we win or we 

learn” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUXcJpdn_f8 at 1:44 mark) and 

that is how it should feel AFTER a bet cashes and/or does not cash. This is a long 

https://www.ajsactionpackedsportsbets.com/bet-fight-breakdown-podcasts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUXcJpdn_f8


term game and 1 losing or a few losing consecutive events does not mean you’re 

a bad bettor nor does 1 winning or a few consecutive winning events mean you’re 

the best bettor in the world, but after each event we can learn something and 

apply it going forward whether it be with the fighters specifically or new trends 

(i.e. calf kicks, should strikes, altitude, etc.) or perhaps something else that drew 

our attention. Know that every successful bettor (including myself) has been on 

bad runs, but it’s how we respond that makes us successful in the long run. 

 

6. Track your results via a third-party tracking site 

• How will we really know if we are making progress without documenting it? 

▪ There are plenty of sites that are very easy to use to track your bets and 

compute very useful statistics including return on investment and strike rate (% 

right you are) such as https://www.betmma.tips/ and https://bettin.gs/ 

▪ I like to reflect on what went right or wrong from the previous event as it 

pertains to the way the fight played out. Sometimes, there are VERY unexpected 

outcomes and it’s important not to get caught up in them as there was no 

evidence to suggest that specific outcome would occur PRIOR to the bout taking 

place (i.e. Khaos Williams and Alex Morono brawling in the middle of the octagon 

in the first few seconds of the fight, T.J. Brown getting submitted while in side 

control against Jordan Griffin’s, Ion Cutelaba pretending to be rocked in the first 

few striking exchanges against Magomed Ankalaev, etc.).  

 

Would you like to know more about my betting success? Please see below for more details. 

• Third party tracking site for ALL my MMA bets: 

https://www.betmma.tips/AnthonyS364  

• Third party tracking site for my NBA and NFL bets (will move over ALL of MMA bets in 

the next couple of weeks) https://bettin.gs/AJAPSB 

 

https://www.betmma.tips/
https://bettin.gs/AJAPSB
https://www.betmma.tips/AnthonyS364
https://bettin.gs/AJAPSB


It would be my pleasure to connect with you. Let’s connect on social media: 

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/AJMMABetting + @AJMMABetting 

• Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/ajmmabetting/?hl=en + ajmmabetting 

 

Lastly, if you’d like to tail my bets right away, you can subscribe on my website here: 

https://www.ajsactionpackedsportsbets.com/subscription 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/AJMMABetting
https://www.instagram.com/ajmmabetting/?hl=en
https://www.ajsactionpackedsportsbets.com/subscription

